
	

	

	

	

 
 
 
 
20 November 2019  
 
 
Legal Opinion on Police policy document “Modification of Centrefire semi-automatics”	 
 
I have been instructed by the NZLFD (New Zealand Licenced Firearms Dealers) Trust to 
review and advise on the police policy document below, released on 23 October 2019. 
 

Modification	of	Centrefire	semi-automatics	 
	
Any	proposed	modification	to	a	firearm	in	an	attempt	to	change	its	classification	needs	to	be	permanent	and	
irreversible.	 
	
Police	is	not	aware	of	any	modification	to	the	action	of	a	centrefire	semi-automatic	firearm	that	would	be	
sufficiently	irreversible	to	change	its	classification.	Accordingly,	such	modifications	are	neither	recommended	nor	
endorsed	by	Police.	 
	
A	semi-automatic	firearm	will	remain	a	semi-automatic	firearm	even	if	it’s	for	the	time	being,	partially	
dismantled	by	the	removal	of	some	parts.	Furthermore,	modifications	that	can	be	reversed	by	someone	with	
skills	and	tooling	that	are	readily	available,	will	not	change	the	classification	of	a	firearm.	The	fact	that	a	firearm	
might	temporarily	be	unable	to	fire	with	a	semi-automatic	action	due	to	some	sort	of	modification,	does	not	
mean	that	it	is	no	longer	a	semi-automatic	firearm.	If	by	the	completion	or	replacement	of	a	component	or	any	
corrections	/	repairs,	the	firearm	can	be	made	to	fire	with	semi-automatic	action	again,	the	firearm	is	not	
permanently	and	irreversibly	modified.	(See	paragraph	(b)(ii)	and	(iii)	of	the	extended	definition	of	firearm	in	
section	2	of	the	Arms	Act	1983	which	can	be	viewed	here:	
http://legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1983/0044/latest/DLM72627.html?search=ts_act%40bill%40re	
gulation%40deemedreg_arms+act_resel_25_a&p=1	)	 
	
The	only	modifications	provided	for	in	the	Arms	Regulations	(and	accordingly	endorsed	by	Police)	are	permanent	
modifications	undertaken	by	Police-approved	gunsmiths	to:		
 

a)	the	non-detachable	tubular	magazine	of	a	prohibited	firearm;	or	 
b)	a	prohibited	tubular	magazine.	 

	
The	amnesty	period	ends	on	20	December	2019.	In	order	to	be	eligible	for	compensation	for	prohibited	firearm,	
the	application	for	compensation	has	to	be	made	before	20	December	2019.		
	
Anyone	possessing	inappropriately	modified	prohibited	firearms	after	the	end	of	the	amnesty	period,	risks	being	
arrested	and	charged	for	possession	of	a	prohibited	firearm	 

 
 
I agree that any modification needs to be permanent and not just a temporary modification of 
the firearm by removal of some parts in an easily reversible modification. In other words, it 
should not just be “for the time being” as correctly stated in the policy document above.  
 
A modification that can be completed by a skilled home handy person or with the 
replacement of easily obtainable parts is not acceptable. If you wish to permanently modify 
your firearm it is advisable to have a qualified gunsmith complete the work and provide you 
with a certificate specifying the modifications made and the parts disposed of. This is an 
important step for your own protection.  
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It is important to note that the definition refers to a firearms ability to discharge a round 
through force of explosion. This is a result of the court case of Police v Jackson 1978, where 
Mr Jackson robbed a bank with a firearm that had no bolt in it. The definition of what was or 
was not a firearm was modified to include if by its repair and/or completion it could be made 
to discharge a bullet then it was still to be considered to be a firearm regardless. 
	
Case law 
 
The case of Gun City v NZ Customs 2009 CIV 2008-009-001450, concerned the seizure of 
Junkers air rifles by New Zealand Customs on the basis of advice received from the police 
armourer, Mr Ngamoki, that the Junkers air rifles could easily be converted to a live firing 
capacity. This case centred also on the definition of “firearm” pursuant to s 2 of the Arms Act 
1983. The court’s decision was based on the number of components that had to be altered, 
which was too high to be reasonably considered as replacement of component parts.  
 
Woodrow v Police (2003) CIV 2003-070-14 involved the importation of a .22 calibre air 
pistol revolver. The Judge found that this air pistol met the definitions of a firearm as it was 
simply a process of replacement of the cylinder to enable the airgun to fire .38 calibre 
ammunition. Once again, it was a matter of the degree of replacement of those component 
parts that was critical in this case.  
	
Horn v The New Zealand Police 2006 DC New Plymouth, involved the importation of 
restricted weapons (CZ 58 firearms), that were modified by the importer to be semi automatic 
only. The test in this case was expressed by the judge as “readily capable by alterations 
undertaken with skills and tooling readily available to persons motivated to effect such 
modifications”. Once again it was considered a matter of degree. 
 
T v Chief Executive NZ Customs 2014 HC, concerned the modification of blank firing guns 
to live firing by the repair, completion or replacement of component parts. The Police 
armourer had given evidence that this modification could be completed easily, however the 
evidence of the Appellant’s armourer was preferred. When shown that it required specialised 
knowledge, tools and equipment, the Judge concluded “… relatively sophisticated machinery 
needed to achieve the result, I consider that the extent of the modification to be too great to 
enable live firing….”.  
	
In the Court of Appeal case of R v Timmins 2003 CA 191/03, the court confirmed that the 
guidance given to the jury was correct in that “… the degree of work required took it outside 
what was considered reasonable …”.  This case confirms that the modification is a matter of 
degree, a modification that requires complex tools, equipment, new parts and high level of 
skill will be considered in excess of what is considered reasonable.   
	
Jordan v Commissioner of Police 2014 involved the importation of semi automatic firearms 
that, as Judge Cunningham described, were “born” from the factory as semi automatic 
firearms. The Judge disagreed with the police view that these firearms could be converted to 
fire full automatic in an easy way. The degree and amount of skill, tooling and motivation 
was in this case too high and extensive for the Judge to find that the firearms could still 
reasonably be considered “capable of full automatic fire”.  
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These cases confirm that the modification must, for all purposes, be considered to be 
permanent if specialised skills, equipment, tools and new parts are needed to “un-modify” the 
firearm. 
 
Discussion 
 
I will now provide comments directly on the text provided by the police (my comments are in 
red): 
  
“Any proposed modification to a firearm in an attempt to change its classification needs to 
be permanent” Yes I agree “and irreversible” No, this is not in line with the decisions of the 
courts. The modification needs to be permanent in such a way that it would be beyond the 
skills and knowledge of the average motivated, home handy person, and would require 
specialised tools, equipment and knowledge, in addition to not easily obtained or 
unobtainable parts.  
 
“Police is not aware of any modification to the action of a centrefire semi-automatic firearm 
that would be sufficiently irreversible” This is not the lawful test for modifications “to 
change its classification”. It is not changing its classification; it does not meet the definition 
of s 2A of being semi automatic. “Accordingly, such modifications are neither recommended 
nor endorsed by Police”. I do not believe that people need to seek police endorsement or 
approval for this under the Arms Act or Regulations.  
 
“A semi-automatic firearm will remain a semi-automatic firearm even if it’s for the time 
being, partially dismantled by the removal of some parts.” I agree with this “Furthermore, 
modifications that can be reversed by someone with skills and tooling that are readily 
available, will not change the classification of a firearm.” This is not entirely correct “The 
fact that a firearm might temporarily” I agree “be unable to fire with a semi-automatic action 
due to some sort of modification, does not mean that it is no longer a semi-automatic 
firearm.” I agree with this “If by the completion or replacement of a component or any 
corrections / repairs, the firearm can be made to fire with semi-automatic action again, the 
firearm is not permanently and irreversibly modified” Anything can be reversed, but you get 
into the realm of manufacture of a new item. This is not the intention of the Act; the extent of 
modification is established from the case law and is a matter of degree. The words “and 
irreversibly” should be removed “(See paragraph (b)(ii) and (iii) of the extended definition of 
firearm in section 2 of the Arms Act 1983 which can be viewed here: 
http://legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1983/0044/latest/DLM72627.html?search=ts_act%40bill
%40re gulation%40deemedreg_arms+act_resel_25_a&p=1)” There is a disconnect between 
the definition of what is or is not a firearm and a modification of a firearm. The definition in s 
2 relates to an item’s ability that, by its repair or completion, is capable of discharging a live 
round (Wall v Police 1996).   
 
“The only modifications provided for in the Arms Regulations (and accordingly endorsed by 
Police) are permanent modifications undertaken by Police-approved gunsmiths to: 
 

a) the non-detachable tubular magazine of a prohibited firearm; or  
b) a prohibited tubular magazine.” 

 
The above paragraph is misleading, as the Arms Regulations specifies these modifications to 
tubular magazines as the only modifications that you can be compensated for. It does not 
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exclude or prohibit other modifications to other firearms at all, only that you will not be able 
to seek compensation for those modifications. 
  
“The amnesty period ends on 20 December 2019. In order to be eligible for compensation for 
prohibited firearm, the application for compensation has to be made before 20 December 
2019. Anyone possessing inappropriately modified prohibited firearms after the end of the 
amnesty period, risks being arrested and charged for possession of a prohibited firearm”. 
 
The above paragraph is disappointing; it is overly threatening and not constructive. It needs 
to be made clear that the wording “inappropriately modified” really refers to individuals who 
clearly have no intention to comply with the restrictions. Such an individual would be easily 
identifiable.  
 
An arrest or prosecution needs to have a basis of reasonable facts to support it and a clear 
criminal intent on behalf of the person involved. In reality, it would require the particular 
converted firearm to be physically converted back to semi automatic fire by a police 
armourer. The success, time taken, tools, equipment, parts and skill applied by the police 
armourer to achieve the conversion would be taken into account in light of the above case 
law.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The courts confirm that the modification must, for all purposes, be considered to be 
permanent if specialised skills, equipment, tools and new parts are needed to “un-modify” the 
firearm. 
 
The modification of a semi automatic firearm needs to be done in a permanent way. This 
should be done by a qualified gunsmith, who can also destroy any parts that are removed. 
They should provide a gunsmith certificate that you should keep with the gun at all times. 
The gunsmith certificate should detail the work carried out, the parts destroyed and contain a 
statement that “this firearm is no longer capable of semi automatic fire”. This will certainly 
show that your intention is to have a firearm that complies, in that it can no longer reasonably 
be defined as a prohibited firearm under s 2A.  
 
 

 
Nicholas Taylor 
Barrister at law 	


